
The following section is taken from the

DTHCIV Setup and Config for LINUX Manual pages

97 - 101 . The setup and testing of 

the DTHC IV Is CRITICAL to the success of

having a working table.

CandCNC strives to provide a detailed manual for all setup 

requirements and it is very important that the manual is read and 

followed.   The DTHC IV in your system has been tested and 

calibrated at several points along the production process 

including a final system test of all the products together that  you 

ordered.   It is not setup for your specific CNC table/hardware or 

plasma cutter.

It is imperative that all steps are followed to make sure you are 

successful in your electronics setup.  Without baseline readings it 

becomes much more difficult to analyze problems and affect 

cures.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

IF YOU CANNOT GIVE US THE RESULTS OF THE MANUAL TEST, PROVIDING 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT WILL BE DIFFICULT of not IMPOSSIBLE.   You will be 

instructed to downlaod and read this doscument and perform the tests to give us 
numbers to work with.  We will not stay on the phone while you run the tests so 

please have the numbers and results availalbe when you call or e-mail.



Startup Tests
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This button turns 
the DTHC 
function ON/OFF

FINAL TESTING

Doing a startup test using a manual cut ....DO NOT SKIP THIS TEST! 

 To establish that the DTHC is working and to find the best Torch Volts (Preset Volts) setting 
and initial cut height parameters,  you should make a series of cuts dome with the torch off 
and some with it on.  Follow the steps below 
  
   1  Generate a cut file consisting of long straight cuts.  You need enough time to watch 
the screen indications (DRO readouts and LED’s).  Use the commandCNC posts file that 
comes with this install for SheetCAM.  Simply draw one or more 16 to 20” : straight lines in 
your drawing or CAD program.    Bring them into SheetCAM and use a plasma tool of the 
right type for the plasma and material you will be cutting. Set the first start point at X 0 and Y 
0 /

  2. Setup the table with a flat piece of mild steel (12 ga or thicker).  Setup the torch with 
the correct consumables for Automated Cutting.  Use the smallest rated NORMAL tip for the 
material you are cutting.  Set you plasma to the amperage for that tip.  DO NOT START 
WITH Fine Cut consumables or try to cut thin material to run these tests!

  3,  Put the DTHC in MANUAL Mode and turn it off     The DTHCIV is DYNAMIC in the 
fact that it is turned ON and OFF via G-code commands which can override the DTHC 
ON/OFF button   In the current Screens we have provided a way to put the DTHCIV in 
MANUAL mode (meaning it will ignore On/OFF commands from the G-Code)   You need to 
have the DTHC Auto/Manual button in MANUAL mode.  

This setting does 
not matter with 
DTHC off

This button fires 
the torch from 
the screen

This button puts 
the DTHC in 
MANUAL or 
AUTO mode

  4. Move to an uncut spot on the plate and zero your X and Y DROs.  Zero Z manually 
by jogging down slowly and just touching the top of the material .  Zero the Z

  5.Turn your plasma torch OFF

  6.  Start the code.  Watch all of the first moves.  Confirm that:
        a. The torch goes down, touches the material, stops then raises up to the CORRECT 
pierce height.  (set by PIERCE HEIGHT in SheetCAM) 
        b. Watch the Torch ON/OFF button.  When it comes on (bright red) ,  look at the 
TORCH LED on the THC Sensor PWM module to make sure it comes on.
        c.  Watch to see if the torch plunges quickly down to the proper CUT HEIGHT
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FINAL TESTING

   d.  Watch to see if the torch starts to move in XY at the right height.  You can STOP the 
code at any point and rewind and start over

IMPORTANT!  If ANY of the above moves are wrong or at the wrong height STOP!
Go back to the section in the DTHC IV manual on Setting Up the Z for Automatic 
Touch-off.  At this point you should have your touch-off moves and distance setup 
and calibrated. IF YOU DO NOT or do not have a floating torch holder you will not be 
able to do automated cutting of thinner material.

7.  The next test is to establish that the TORCH VOLTS feedback from the torch is 
correct
  a. TURN ON the Plasma cutter
  b.  Run the same exact test as before (with DTHC on MANUAL and off) and have the 
torch cut a straight line.   The Z should not move up or down during the cut.  You should 
get a good cut .

  c.  As the cut is made watch the indicators on the DTHC screen in CommandCNC.  
The ARC OK indicator should be ON.  The TORCH VOLTS will display the actual volts 
at the cut.  It should be close to the recommended volts the torch manufacturer calls 
for.  Watch the voltage and pick an average and make note of it.  If the voltage is way off 
from recommended, check the current setting on the Plasma unit.  Check the tip size and 
for excessive wear.  Replace consumables if necessary.  Make sure you have a GOOD 
Workclamp connection to the Material (not just the table or cut grid). If the voltage is out 
of spec by more than 10% go back to the PWM install and setup in the front of the 
manual.  It is EXTREMELY important that the feedback voltage is working properly.  If it is 
not STOP!  The DTHC will not work if the voltage is incorrect.
  d.  Write down the TORCH VOLTS number if it is close to the cut chart number

8.  This test starts the testing of the DTHCIV .  
  a.  Move the material or the torch position and re-zero to cut in fresh material
  b.  On the screen in the PRESET VOLTS readout enter the value you wrote down in 7d 
above and hit ENTER on the keyboard to lock it in.  
  c.  Start the new cut with the DTHC in MANUAL and DTHC OFF .
  d.  After the touch off and pierce cycle and the torch starts to cut in XY for a couple of 
inches turn the DTHC ON/OFF to ON.
  e.  The torch should remain at the height and stabilize.  The TORCH VOLTS voltage 
should stay within 1 or 2 volts of the PRESET VOLTS.  Watch the UP and DOWN 
indicators on the screen they should be active.
 IF THE MOTION STOPS AFTER YOU TURN ON THE DTHC YOU ARE NOT GETTING 
ARC OK SIGNAL 
  f.  If the torch slams down on the material or raises up you need to go back to the DTHC 
Settings page in the Hub Admin  (page 20 - 24) and check the Z settings and run the test 
using the Fast Jog buttons on the screen.

The displayed volts you see will be 
different than the example

Torch Volts Test



IMPORTANT CONCEPT:  Torch Volts reflects the Arc Gap (distance between 
the tip and the material with the torch cutting.  It is what the DTHC uses to 
measure height.  Because the ARC Gap is small it takes very little voltage change 
to indicate a relative major gap change.  Changes of .1V in a gap of .063 are 
significant!  The Preset Volts (Target  Volts) tells the DTHC what you want that gap 
voltage to be.  It is not a magic radar that senses the height.  The manual test is to 
establish that the ARC Volts are indeed close to being correct with no adjustment of 
the torch that would change them.  It also establishes a valid setting for the DTHC 
Target Volts.  If you get a number from TORCH VOLTS that is more than 10% out of 
the recommend volts (on average) or you do not have a chart to work from, then 
USE THE TORCH VOLTS setting you get from the manual test AS A BEGINNING 
POINT FOR THE TEST WITH THE DTHC BUTTON ON!

If the manual test cuts work and you can turn the DTHC ON during a cut and it starts to 
function correctly THEN its time to progress to cutting with the DTHC in AUTO mode.  
To do that you need to change the POST processor you are using to one that supports 
the automatic settings.   Download and install the SheetCAM Support Installer file from 
the Downloads section of the www.candcnc.net  website.  Run it on the computer you 
use for SheetCAM.  It will put a folder on the C drive named SheetCAM-CandCNC.
there is a sub-folder named POSTS.  there will be several POSTS.  You need to open 
SheetCAM and OPTIONS/MACHINE/POST PROCESSOR and IMPORT the POST 
from that folder into SheetCAM.  Use the post ending in 16 or higher (the highest one 
there) Also in the same folder there will be a PDF file on setting the POST options by 
using the EDIT POST in SheetCAM.

It’s best to start off with larger simple shapes like squares (4 to 8 inches) circles and 
maybe a star.  Generate the G-code and turn the DTHC AUTO/MANUAL to AUTO.  The 
code will handle turning it on and off during the cut.  After you have mastered cutting 
some simple shapes go on to reading about the CUT RULES in SheetCAM. The most 
important one is a rule built from the “Before End” rule that allows you to turn off the 
DTHC before the end of cut and avoid any end of cut dives from the voltage spike as 
the torch slows down at the end.
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TESTING THE DTHC 



IMPORTANT!
If you have skipped the manual cut test or did not get consistent results from it, your 
DTHCIV is NOT GOING TO FIX THE PROBLEM AUTOMATICALLY.  Setting a random 
value or using the values in the cut chart and expecting it to just work is a formula for 
failure.  

IF YOU CANNOT GIVE US THE RESULTS OF THE MANUAL TEST, PROVIDING 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT WILL BE DIFFICULT of not IMPOSSIBLE.   

TESTING THE DTHC IV WITH AN AUTOMATED CUT FILE

If you have the Floating Torch Holder setup (auto touch off) then you should have it already 
setup with the correct values so that it will touch off, raise the Z up to the top of the material 
and reset the Z to zero (from the g-code).  The automated test cut file needs to be generated 
from a  POST that is for the DTHCIV and CommandCNC.  If you have SHEETCAM, select 
any post that is for an has LLCNC in the name. (CandCNCPlasmaLLCNC-rev16.scpost) 
Those posts ONLY WORK WITH THE FLOATING HEAD setup.

1.  Generate a series of basic shapes in your CAD/DRAWING.  Process them in CAM to 
define the cut parameters.  In SHEETCAM you define certain parameters for plasma cutting 
in the TOOL you use to generate the G-Code.

2.  Use the DTHCIV settings you derived from your manual tests.  Make any adjustments to 
the PRESET VOLTS one volt at a time using the UP arrow or DOWN arrow buttons on the 
DTHC screen in MACH.

3.  Remember that each tip (nozzle) size and material type/thickness needs different settings 
to cut properly.  The PRESET VOLTS does not set an absolute height, it just defines a 
height under specific conditions.  The CUT PROFILES is a Stored Settings Feature that 
lets you enter and store various parameters for different types of cutting. POSTS for 
SheetCAM have toolsets with preloaded values for Cut Profiles.  Any setting in the G-Code 
OVERRIDES the Cut Profile setting in CommandCNC screen whenit is loaded.

4.  One of the most frequent mistakes made is either having the current setting on the plasma 
unit wrong for the nozzle you are using OR forgetting to clip on the workclamp.  The DCP-01 
will detect those type of conditions and warn the operator.
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